
NEN – The Educatio Netwirk 

e-Security: 10 steps ti pritect yiur schiil’s oetwirk 

This document is intended for school senior leadership teams and provides an overview of 

what needs to be in place to keep school networks secure. The 10 steps described here are 

adapted from the Natonal Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) document 10 Steps to Cyber 

Security. NCSC is part of Government Communicatons Headquarters (GCHQ). Make sure 

you understand where the responsibilites for maintaining all these systems and processes 

reside: some may be maintained in-house while others may be provided by your broadband 

supplier or another third party.

1. Ensure the importance of and responsibilites for maintaining e-security are 

acknowledged by senior school managers and governors. Make sure your school’s 

Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) for IT is up to date and addresses e-security sufciently. 

It is strongly advisable to develop and maintain a specifc e-security policy as well. 

2. Establish and maintain inventories of all hardware and sofware used in school that 

also describe how these are to be confguredd reviewed and kept up to date 

(patched). It is strongly advisable to lock down the confguratons of all hardware and

sofware to prevent intentonal or accidental misuse. 

3. Ensure appropriate technical measures are in place to protect your school’s network.

These include frewallsd fltering for malicious as well as inappropriate content and 

antvirus and malware checking. 

4. Ensure user privileges (for teaching stafd administratve staf and pupils) are set 

appropriately so all users can access the facilites they require while minimising the 

potental for deliberate or accidental misuse of the network. A password policy 

should be enforced so that strong passwords must be used; these should be changed

at regular intervals. 

5. Ensure all usersd staf and pupilsd understand their e-security obligatons and 

responsibilites through appropriate user educaton and training. The school’s IT AUP

is a key tool in this regard. 
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6. Establish and maintain proper processes to logd report on and monitor any e-security

incidents. This will help ensure that any damage is minimisedd that services can 

return to normal as soon as possible and that lessons can be learned to prevent 

similar incidents from reoccurring in future. 

7. Ensure technical protectons are in place to detect and prevent malware – any 

malicious code or content which could damage the confdentalityd integrity and 

availability of a school’s network and IT services. Malware can proliferate in many 

waysd for example via email atachmentsd social mediad malicious websites or 

removable media such as USB fash drives. Devices that are taken and used of site 

(for exampled devices used by staf both in school and on home internet connectons)

can become infected and subsequently transfer infectons into the school network. 

8. Establish and maintain efectve network monitoring: this ensures atacks and other 

e-security incidents are detected quicklyd allowing a rapid and efectve response in 

keeping with defned incident management processes. 

9. Ensure strategies are in place to control the use of removable media (for exampled 

USB fash drives and CD ROMs). These can introduce malware either intentonally or 

accidentally. 

10.Ensure secure mechanisms are in place to support remote use of school network 

facilites by staf and pupilsd partcularly for devices that are used both in school and 

elsewhere. 
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